
INTEGRATED INTELLIGENCE



INTEGRATED 
INTELLIGENCE
iWAREHOUSE® technology is now fully integrated, accessible, 
controllable, and upgradeable through a unique, color 
touchscreen display located in the operator compartment of 
select Raymond forklift trucks.

The heart—and brain—of our smarter, forward-looking vehicle 
design, the 7" Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display lets 
you electronically turn on functions and capabilities when you 
need them. So upgrades can be made more quickly and easily, 
and your forklifts can constantly evolve with your business. 
Designed to be the most intuitive telematics solution on the 
market, iWAREHOUSE Evolution™ enhances the confidence, 
convenience, and comfort of operators.

TAILOR YOUR TELEMATICS AT THE TOUCH OF A SCREEN

Available on select Raymond® lift trucks, the Multifunction Color 
Touchscreen Display puts all the capabilities of the world’s most 
flexible and scalable telematics platform at your fingertips.

From battery and impact monitoring to a full suite of enterprise-
level fleet, labor, and warehouse management modules, every 
feature of iWAREHOUSE can be accessed and activated through 
the single operator display. But the technology doesn’t stop there.



HIGHLIGHTS
- Full color, 7” screen

- Touchscreen functionality

- Intuitive, configurable  
  tile-based user interface

MULTIPLE CAPABILITIES.  
SINGLE SCREEN.
Fully integrated with the Raymond lift truck’s control systems, the 
Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display is more than just an information 
center for your telematics. The display also shows all truck dashboard 
data (from speed to battery state of charge) and optional technologies 
(including Height-Tilt Indicator and Vantage Point® Camera) for quick, 
easy interface and enhanced productivity.

By eliminating the need for multiple displays within the operator 
compartment, the Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display improves 
sightlines for more confident, secure, efficient operation.



CHOOSE THE 
FUNCTIONALITY  
THAT IS RIGHT 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
With three levels of iWAREHOUSE functionality available 
through the Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display, you 
can easily select the ideal solution for your specific needs 
and operation.

The entry-level option—only available on select trucks 
featuring the 7” operator display—offers the perfect starter 
package for first-time telematics users, giving businesses 
the basic tools they need for access control, and to manage 
and monitor operator, and vehicle utilization for enhanced 
efficiency and productivity.

As your business needs change, this scalable platform 
evolves with you, so you can continuously improve 
efficiency and productivity while identifying opportunities  
to reduce costs.

ENTRY LEVEL ESSENTIAL ENTERPRISE

Access Control • • •

Impact Management • • •

Vehicle and Operator 
Utilization* • • •

Electronic Checklist • •

Enhanced Checklist  
(post-impact inspection) • •

Texting  
(Truck to server,  
server to truck)

• •

Load Sensing •

Task Selection •

LMS Integration •

Professional 
Services •

Report 
Customization •

*Operator Utilization only available with Access Control

BUILD YOUR CUSTOM SOLUTION



+ battery charge

+ task selection

+ messages

+ alerts/fault codes

+ height tilt indicator

+ speed

[ ACTUAL SIZE ] 
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RUN BETTER.  
MANAGE SMARTER.®

At Raymond, our aim is to deliver the utmost quality and to 
work for continuous improvement every day, in every aspect 
of our business. We are proud of what we build. We are proud 
of the level of service we provide to keep our customers’ 
business up and running. We take pride in our commitment 
to our customers through our end-to-end approach in helping 
them find smarter, more efficient, and more effective solutions.  

We value the trust that Raymond has earned through decades 
of proven performance and hands-on innovation. Since the 
patenting of the first hand pallet truck to the invention of the 
reach truck to our pioneering work in narrow aisle operations 
and beyond, Raymond has led the way in providing customers 
with the tools and expertise to improve their business. 

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A PARTNER WITH THE TOOLS AND 
EXPERIENCE TO HELP YOU RUN BETTER AND MANAGE 
SMARTER, LET’S TALK.


